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RESUMO: Este comentário refuta e corrige as ideias propostas por Charles (2007) sobre 
as implicações negativas na distribuição de renda, quando impactadas pela expansão do 
consumo com base em atividades governamentais, em favor das famílias. Nós provamos 
que as escolhas políticas, para ambos os casos (aumento do consumo ou lucro), impactam 
positivamente a distribuição e não afetam a essência do resultado da dinâmica e equilíbrio 
do modelo Kaldor neo-Pasinetti e “Equação de Cambridge”. A estabilidade do modelo é 
garantida aplicando o Teorema de Olech para o caso.
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ABSTRACT: This comment came to refute and correct the idea of Charles (2007) about 
the negatively implications in the income distribution when the government expand the 
consumption in favour to households. We prove that the political choice, to both cases 
(increasing consumption or increasing profit), impact positively the income distribution and 
does not affect the essential nature of the Kaldor neo-Pasinetti dynamic equilibrium results 
and the “Cambridge Equation”. The stability of the model is guarantee by applying the 
Olech’s Theorem to the case.
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INTRODUCTION

Kaldor (1966) create the “Kaldor neo-Pasinetti Theorem” as a reply to Pasi-
netti (1962), showing that in his model it is possible to consider the division be-
tween firms and households. His model presents two sides. It shows how the exis-
tence of the financial system implicates on the income distribution. The first side 
indicates the traditional profit rate and the second the valuation ratio of the firms 
in the financial market. The significant point of this theorem is that the profit rate 
affects negatively the valuation ratio, and the existence of financial assets leads to 
a reduction of the profit rate. Panico (1997) which introduces the concept of cap-
ital gains to analyse how the existence of firms can impact the level of income and 
the implication of its distribution in the case of government activities. It is interest-
ing to note that all the Political Orientations of the above extensions were assumed 
to be exogenous. 

The relevance of the “Cambridge Equation” persists nowadays. Romero (2019) 
combines the Kaldorian approach with Schumpeter to present a new cumulative 
growth model. Pacheco-Lópes and Thirlwall (2014) verify the association among 
manufacturing output growth, export growth as well as between export growth 
and GDP growth in 89 developing countries. Bernardo, Stockhammer, and Mar-
tínez (2016) shows the reinterpretation of the Tobin’s q from the Kaldor neo-Pasi-
netti perspective, which can be linked with the present extension. George (2018) 
made a positive analysis of modern capitalism from the Pasinetti perspective to con-
sider the implication of investors’ decisions in a long-run perspective. Taylor, Fol-
ey, and Rezai (2019) presented an empirical analysis to the U.S. economy in a post-
Keynesian perspective based on Goodwin, Kaldor and Pasinetti’s theories in the 
steady-state. They conclude that the GDP and capital stock, in the long-run, grow 
approximately 2% in such a country, which is close to the real data. They also in-
dicate the necessity to consider another feature towards a more realistic analysis.

Here, we intend to focus on the Kaldorian approach, presenting the correct 
version of the Charles (2007). In this case, we are dealing with a more realistic con-
text in comparison with most of the literature. Our paper is divided in four sec-
tions. The first one is this introduction. The second presents the mathematical mis-
takes of Charles (2007), our correct version and its analytical interpretations. The 
third presents the stability condition of the model to the case of increase consump-
tion. In the end of our paper presents the concluding remarks, with some interpre-
tations of the model linked with the pro-poor and pro-rich theories.

RECONSIDERING THE EXTENSION OF CHARLES (2007)  
ABOUT THE POLITICAL ORIENTATION

Wondering about this, Charles (2007) elaborated a Kaldorian extension mod-
el with Political Orientation which deserves especial attention. Accordingly, section 
V of his article starts by differencing the government orientation in two ways. The 
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first shows the increasing consumption in favour of households, and the second ris-
ing profit favouring to firms. His assumptions are:

Y = W + P     (i)

S = Sh + Sf     (ii)

Sh = sh (1 – tw)W    (iii)

Sf = sf (1 – tp)P    (iv)

xI = sh (1 – tw)W – cG   (v)

I + Ge = sf (1 – tp)P + xI   (vi)

I + Ge = sf (1 – tp)P + sh (1 – tw)W – cG  (vii)

Ge = a(C
_
 – C),    C

_
 > C,    been    0 ≤ a ≤ 1 (viii)

Ge = a(P
_
 – P),    P

_
 > P    (ix)

Charles consider a consumption function in order to develop his extension. 
However, the post-Keynesian defines the income as a sum of the wages and prof-
its, but this is also equal to the sum of the consumption, investment and govern-
ment expenditures, as well as a Keynesian function, in a close economy. Thus:

Y = C + I + Ge     (x)

Mathematical manipulations in Appendix 2 indicate that Charles (2007) com-
mitted some mathematical and logical mistakes. Our first contribution corrects his 
results in relation to the consumption incentives. His model disappeared with the 
difference between the valuation ratio and the share of investments financed by the 
financial market (vr  – x)W. The actual results are given by (5) and (6): 

r = !! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

(5)

v! = !
!"!

!! !!!!
! − xg! 1− c − s! 1− t!

!! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

(6)

where c = !
! .

      (5)
r = !! !!! !! !!!!!!

!! !!!!
(5)

v! = !
!"!

!! !!!!
! − xg! 1− c − s! 1− t!

!! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

(6)

where c = !
! .

 (6)

where 

r = !! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

(5)

v! = !
!"!

!! !!!!
! − xg! 1− c − s! 1− t!

!! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

(6)

where c = !
! .
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With the same manipulations, but considering (ix) we have the equations fa-
vouring profits (firms), as expressed by (7) and (8). These two results are expressed 
correctly by Charles (2007):

r = !!!!!(!!!)
!! !!!! !!       (7)

v! = !
!!!

!!
! 1− t! − g! 1− c x− s! 1− t! !!!!! !!!

!! !!!! !! (8)

(7)r = !!!!!(!!!)
!! !!!! !!       (7)

v! = !
!!!

!!
! 1− t! − g! 1− c x− s! 1− t! !!!!! !!!

!! !!!! !! (8)(8)

Equations (5) and (6) show us that the government expenditure to incentive 
the households will affect the income distribution positively:

Equations (5) and (6) show us that the government expenditure to incentive 
!"
!! =

!
!! 1− !!

> 0. And neg-
atively the valuation ratio 
the households will affect the income distribution positively:

!"
!!! = − !! 1− !! !

!!!!! 1− !!
< 0, which is a different result in comparison 

to Charles (2007). In this vein, the government can choose to incentive workers 
without any damage to the economy. This kind of policies can represent the pro-
poor theory, intending to justify the relation between the politicians and the soci-
ety. On the other hand, the equation (7) and (8) indicate that government expen-
ditures tend to increase profit and the profit ratio will be bigger, favouring the firms, 
being a pro-rich theory as is pointed out by Gillespie (1978).

THE STABILITY CONDITION TO THE MODEL
TO THE CASE OF INCENTIVE TO CONSUMPTION

In this section, we apply the Olech’s Theorem1 to analyse the stability of the 
model to the case of incentive to consumption. From the equation (d)2 we obtain:

!"
!" = E r, v! = δ g! − !!

! = δ g! + α c− !
!+ g! − s! 1− t! r−

!!
! 1− t! + s! 1− t! r+ c v! − x g! , δ > 0

 (9)

Considering that the net demand for placements (xi) is equal to the worker’s 
savings less the consumption from capital gains and the supply of new securities 
issued by the corporation (xii), as in Davidson (1968) and Araújo (1995), we have:

D! = s! 1− t! W− cG   (xi)

S! = xI !
! = xg!K   (xii)

Following the conventional IS-LM stability analyses, we postulate the equi-
librium adjustment between r and vr, represented by the excess demand function 
below:

1 See Garcia (1972).

2 See Appendix 2.
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dv!
dt = E r, v! = φ D!

K − S!K
= φ s!

v 1− t! − s! 1− t! r− cg!v! + cxg! − xg!

dv!
dt = E r, v! = φ D!

K − S!K
= φ s!

v 1− t! − s! 1− t! r− cg!v! + cxg! − xg!dv!
dt = E r, v! = φ D!

K − S!K
= φ s!

v 1− t! − s! 1− t! r− cg!v! + cxg! − xg!

dv!
dt = E r, v! = φ D!

K − S!K
= φ s!

v 1− t! − s! 1− t! r− cg!v! + cxg! − xg!

   (10)

being   ϕ > 0

From (9) and (10) we can analyse the stability condition, considering the first 
term of the Taylor expansion. From this, we are allowed to determinate the matrix 
system, where we present the Jacobian Matrix:

J E r, v! = −δ s! 1− t! δcg!
−φs! 1− t! −φcg!    (11)

Applying the Olech’s Theorem in (11), we have all the tools to analyse the sta-
bility in a Matrix 2x2. This is a necessary and sufficient condition if the trace is 
negative and the determinant is positive. Thus:

Tr(J) = −δ s! 1− t! − φcg! < 0    (12)

J = δφcg! s! 1− t! + φs! 1− t! δcg! > 0   (13)

These results show us that, with all the assumptions assumed above, the mod-
el is stable as required. Furthermore, we conclude that our extension satisfied the 
stability conditions. It is easy to show that, same occurs to the incentives to profit.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper contains three important issues. The first, presented in the 
second section is that kipping Charles’ (2007) hypotheses and correcting his math-
ematical mistakes, it was shown that the incentives to consumption is positively re-
lated with the profit ratio and negative with the valuation ratio. These results are 
close to the pro-poor theory when the government activities are used to compress 
the income difference between capitalists and workers (here as firms and house-
holds). On the other hand, the incentives can increase only the profit, representing 
a pro-rich theory. Both theories are presented by Gillespie (1978). In this vein, the 
real question is: “what incentive will be made?” The answer stays in the hands of 
the government and will be exogenously to the model. However, this approach can 
be used by legislators to develop proposals in the income distribution field, analys-
ing the effects to the economy. Our result corrects the “logical sleep” committed by 
Charles. In the third section we prove that the model is stable for the case of incen-
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tive to consumption. From this, we are able to conclude that in the long-run our 
extension will always converge to equilibrium in steady-state.
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APPENDIX 1: Notations

a speed adjustment of government policy
c marginal propensity to consume of the capital gain/loses
c- consumption increased by the Political Orientation in capital terms
C general consumption
C 
–
  general consumption increased by the Political Orientation
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E  Excess Demand
gn  natural growth rate
G  capital gains/loses
Ge  government expending with Political Orientation 
i  nominal interest rate
I   domestic investment
J  Jacobian Matrix
|J|  Determinant of the Jacobian Matrix
K  capital stock
N  share of the firm in the financial market
p  price level
P  profit
P 
–
  profit increased by the Political Orientation

r  profit rate
r-   profit increased by the Political Orientation in capital terms
S  saving 
sf  marginal propensity to save of the firms
Sf  firms savings
sh  marginal propensity to save of the households
Sh  households saving
t  time
T   amount tax 
Tr  (J) Trace of the Jacobian Matrix
tp  marginal tribute to the profit
tw  marginal tribute to the wages
v   technology
vr valuation ratio of the share in financial markets
x  share of the investment financiered by the existence of the financial market 
W  wages amount
Y  income

APPENDIX 2: The correct equation of incentive to consumption for Charles (2007) 
considering the following assumptions:

G! = α(C− C);     Y = C+ I+ G!

Substituting (b) in (a) we have:

G! = α(C− Y+ I)
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Considering the (xiv) and substituting (c):

I+ α C− Y+ I = s! 1− t! P+ s! 1− t! Y− s! 1− t! P− c v! − x

Dividing the equation per K:

gn + α c− 1v+ gn = sf 1− tp r+
sh
v 1− tw − sh 1− tw r− c vr − x gn

Isolating 
s!
v = 1

1− t!
g! 1+ α + c v! − x − r s! 1− t! − s! 1− t! + α c− 1v:

s!
v = 1

1− t!
g! 1+ α + c v! − x − r s! 1− t! − s! 1− t! + α c− 1v

Now considering (e) equal to (f):

1
1− tw

xg+ c vr − x gn + sh 1− tw r =
1

1− tw
gn 1+ α + c vr − x − r sf 1− tp − sh 1− tw + α c− 1v

Isolating r and we have:

r =
g! 1+ α − x + αc+ αv

s! 1− t!

Substituting in r in (e) and manipulating algebraically we can obtain vr

!!
! =

!
!!!!

xg+ c v! − x g! + s! 1− t!
!! !!! !! !!!!!!

!! !!!!

∴ !!
! −

!
!!!!

cv!g! =
!

!!!!
xg!(1− c)+ s! 1− t!

!! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!

v! =
!
!"!

!! !!!!
! − xg! 1− c − s! 1− t!

!! !!! !! !!!!!!
!! !!!!


